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Headteacher’s
notes
We have had a great first two
weeks this term, with children
returning ready for exciting
new topics and embracing
the changes we have made
to the school. We started the
term with an INSET day
focussed on wellbeing and
positivity and I know that
teachers have adapted their
approaches to include some
new ideas.
We have started new support
groups using the tutoring top
up grant from the
government, supporting
children with their phonics,
maths, confidence and selfesteem. I really enjoyed
playing with castles and
dragons as well as creating
new sock puppets for our
sessions.

This term, Otter class are studying Rocks, Relics and Rumbles
and have kickstarted their learning with a trip to the Bouldering
centre in Frome. They were resilient, enthusiastic and
supportive of each other, taking on the challenge with
courage. They also tried archery at the centre before
returning to school to investigate different types of rocks. What
a fantastic start to the term – a huge thank you to Mrs Lindow
and Mrs Baxter for all their time planning such a great trip.

This week we launched the
rainbow book and star tickets
across the school. Children
have been recognised for
doing something extra
special and joined me for a
reward this afternoon. I was
impressed to have 9 children
in my office;p it was a bit of a
squeeze!
Watch out next week for
information on our new logo
and an appeal for help with
painting the library.

Squirrel class have been enjoying their new
gymnastics PE lessons, with a jungle theme!
They really enjoyed climbing the equipment
and worked together the reach new
heights!
Doctors and nurses has been a popular role
play this term, with all sorts of different
ailments diagnosed and remedies given,
including some very complicated
bandages.
I really enjoyed visiting Squirrel class to
creative a huge journey map together when
we met a big red bus, and finding a
moment of calm thinking about places
which are special to us.

Watch out!!! At the start of this week Hedgehog class was invaded by a dragon which hatched
over the weekend. He left a lot of mess behind him and the children created posters to warn the
school about the new visitor, who was crawling up the walls, blowing smoke out of his nose and
even set fire to the classroom – luckily it was only magic fire! The new visitor has inspired the
children to write letters and engage in lots of creative play.
Hedgehog class have also been learning about how plants grow as their science project. They
have planted some spring bulbs and I am looking forward to seeing what grows.

Dates for
your
diary

5th – 21st January – Big School’s Bird Watch
17th January – Site survey for potential new build
17th January – Brew Monday, National day to stay connected with
the people you care about
22nd January – Family BINGO

